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Lecture overview
Christian
Apologetics
PE 420/PE 620

… bearing witness to the glory of God

Apologetic High Points Across the Ages
Apologetic Types and Strategies
Verificationism as the Ideal
Meta-Apologetic Method

Apologetics across history
 Why bother considering previous attempts of
Christians to defend and commend the
Christian faith to their contemporaries?
 Can we directly employ yesterday’s
apologetic for today’s audience?

FORUM 2: With which apologist do you most
identify? What is your primary strategy in
defending and commending Christian faith,
and what is its greatest strength and
fundamental weakness?

Apologetics across history
 For each period the apologist requires a clear
understanding of their context. Defensively,
apologists must respond to critiques that
damage the plausibility of the Christian faith.
Offensively, apologists must recognize the
particular needs of their audience and commend
the truth, goodness, and beauty of Christianity to
them in ways they understand. Thinking back
through each period—New Testament, early
church, Constantine and the Roman Empire,
Christendom in the Middle Ages, Reformation,
Enlightenment, and 19th century to the
present—what were the particular challenges
and opportunities for apologists to engage?

“Quite properly . . . most apologists have sought
to speak meaningfully to their contemporaries
rather than to later generations.
Not surprisingly, therefore, no apologist from
previous centuries or generations precisely fills
the prescription that might be written for
a present-day apologetic.”
(Avery Dulles, A History of Apologetics [2005], xx.)

Class activity 2.1
(1) 10 minutes to prepare a spoken summary
of this period, highlighting the greatest
single challenge and opportunity for defending,
commending and translating Christian faith to
this age. What do you see as the
enduring relevance of this period for today?
How is it similar to, or different from, our
cultural context in post-Christendom Australia?
(2) Each group will present for 3 minutes, with
2 minutes of questions from others.
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New testament
(1st century)

“Before being an apologetic, Christianity was of
course a message. It began as a conviction that
Jesus was Messiah and Lord, and this conviction
seems to have drawn its overpowering force from
the event of the Resurrection. As the message
concerning Jesus as risen Lord was proclaimed, it
gave rise to certain questions and objections from
inquirers, from believers, and from adversaries. In
answer to such objections, and possibly also in
anticipation of foreseen objections, the Christian
preachers spoke about the signs and evidences
they had found convincing. … To some degree,
therefore, apologetics was intrinsic to the
presentation of the kerygma.” (Dulles, History)

Early church Ante-Nicene
(1-4th century)
“Apologetics has to meet the adversaries of the
faith where they are in each successive
generation. In the first three centuries the
literature was predominantly defensive:
it sought to stave off persecution by convincing
Roman officials that Christians were good
citizens who obeyed the laws and prayed for the
Emperor.” (Dulles, “Rebirth of Apologetics”)

What were the particular challenges and
opportunities for apologists to engage?

 What NT passages show apologetic intent?

Early church Ante-Nicene
(1-4th century)

“Alexamenos
worships his god”
(1-2nd century
Roman graffiti)

“They call one another promiscuously brothers
and sisters. … I hear that they adore the head of
an ass. … The initiation of young novices is as
much to be detested as it is well known. An
infant covered over with meal, that it may
deceive the unwary, is placed before him who is
to be stained with their rites: this infant is slain
by the young pupil, who has been urged on as if
to harmless blows on the surface of the meal,
with dark and secret wounds. Thirstily - O horror!
they lick up its blood; eagerly they divide its
limbs. By this victim they are pledged together;
with this consciousness of wickedness they are
covenanted to mutual silence.”
(Caecilius against Christians, dialoguing with Octavius,
written by Minucius Felix)

Post-constantinian church
fathers (4th-5th century)
 Why does Constantine mark a
change in apologetic focus?
“In the next few centuries apologetics
turned more aggressively to refute
philosophers who claimed that Stoicism
and Neo-Platonism could provide all that
was needed for a blessed life.”
(Dulles, “Rebirth of Apologetics”)

Justin Martyr (100-165 ); Tertullian
(160-220); Origen (185-254)

Augustine (354-430)
The City of God

Christendom & middle ages
(5th-16th century)
“Then in the Middle Ages Christian apologists
increasingly directed their attention to
Jews and Muslims, arguing that Jesus fulfilled
the messianic prophecies of the Hebrew Bible,
whereas Mohammed did not.”
(Dulles, “Rebirth of Apologetics”)

Anselm (1033-1109);
Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274)
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Reformation & humanism
(16-17th century)
The Reformation was a response both to concerns
over Catholic teaching on salvation and also in
response to humanism (being a man-centered
philosophy emphasizing human dignity and freedom
at the expense of the biblical teachings on sin and
grace). Reformers aimed to restore the correct order,
placing human reason under the governance of
Scripture, rather than humanistic, naturalistic
reasoning sitting in judgement of God’s revelation.

Enlightenment
(17-18th century)
“In early modern times apologetics took on
fresh philosophical opponents. On the one
hand, it sought to refute skeptics, who
contended that reason could know nothing
about God, the soul, and immortality; on the
other hand, it responded to rationalists who
maintained that human reason could prove so
much about these realities that no revelation
was needed.” (Dulles, “Rebirth of Apologetics”)

Martin Luther (1483-1546);
John Calvin (1509-1564)

Modern apologetics
century to present)

(19th

 Why did Darwin’s Origin of the Species (1859)
so greatly impact Christianity?
How has this affected apologetic approaches?
“In the nineteenth century Christian apologetics
underwent still another shift. It responded to natural
scientists and historical critics who attacked the
reliability of the Bible on what they regarded as
scientific and historical grounds. Apologists had to show
that new discoveries concerning the antiquity of the
universe and human origins did nothing to detract from
God’s role as Creator and that modern historical criticism
did not invalidate the biblical record of God’s revelatory
deeds and words.” (Dulles, “Rebirth of Apologetics”)

Contemporary relevance?

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662);
William Paley (1743-1805)

Modern apologetics
century to present)

(19th

 What were the particular challenges and
opportunities for apologists to engage?
Charles Hodge (1797-1878)
B.B. Warfield (1851-1921)
Søren Kierkegaard (1818-1855)
Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920)
Cornelius Van Til (1895-1987)
C.S. Lewis (1898-1963)
Francis Schaeffer (1912-1984)
Alvin Plantinga (b. 1932)
Josh McDowell (b. 1939)
William Lane Craig (b. 1949)

Questioning our story

Curtis Chang, Engaging Unbelief: A Captivating Strategy from
Augustine and Aquinas (Downers Grove, IL, IVP/Apollos, 2000).

 What are the epochal challenges today?
Epochal Challenges—Postmodernity and Pluralism

Learning from the greats: Augustine & Aquinas
“Taking Every Thought Captive” (2 Corinthians 10:5)
(1) Enter the Challengers’ Story
(2) Retell that Story to Expose the “Tragic Flaw”

 Using the framework of designed for good,
damaged by evil, restored for better,
sent together to heal, and
set everything straight …
answer a post-it note concerning big
questions outsiders ask of our story.

(3) Capture that Retold Tale within
the Gospel Metanarrative
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*Challenges to Our Story*

Discussion break
-question—something you don’t
get, or want to clarify
-challenge—something you
disagree with, or want to nuance
-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach
-application—something useful
right now in your context

Apologetic types &
strategies

*Bernard Ramm’s typology distinguishes apologetic
approaches by their attitude to faith and reason.
(1) Appeal to Natural Theology (evidences and reasons)
(2) Appeal to Subjective Immediacy (experience)

(3) Appeal to Revelation (Scripture)
☼ Move to the apologetic type with which you most
identify. As a group spend fifteen minutes
exploring this approach’s (a) core beliefs;
(b) primary aim; (c) starting point for dialogue;
(d) process/method/tactic for dialogue;
(e) strengths; (f) weaknesses.
Then, be prepared to make a case for why this
approach is better than the other approaches.

Apologetic types &
strategies

“I’m not an evidentialist or a presuppositionalist.
You’re trying to press me into the category of a
theological apologist, which I’m not.
I’m not an academic, scholastic apologist.
My interest is in evangelism.
… We cannot apply mechanical rules.
… We can lay down some general principles,
but there can be no automatic application
… each person must be dealt with as an individual,
not as a case or statistic or machine.”
(Francis Schaeffer)
 Is there, then, any value in categorizing
and studying particular approaches?
 At the same time, what necessary corrective
does Schaeffer bring to all apologists?

Apologetic types &
strategies
Boa & Bowman’s apologetic strategies:
1) Classical Apologetics
2) Evidentialism

3) Reformed Apologetics
4) Fideism
5) Cumulative Case Apologetics
6) Presuppositional Apologetics

 Roughly, how does each approach proceed?

Boa & bowman’s 4 strategies
Major Goals of Apologetics:
• Vindication/Proof of the Christian faith
(positive evidences to support Christian theism)

• Defence of the Christian world view
(answering objections, clear misconceptions, show that Christian theism
is credible/rational—not as strong as proof)
• Refutation of opposing beliefs (offence—tackling head-on non-Christian
beliefs and exposing flaws—proving the falsity of alternate beliefs)
• Persuasion (bringing a non-Christian to the point of commitment
and personal application to their life (evangelism/witnessing).

CLASSICAL = proof (rational evidence/logic is the building block);

EVIDENTIAL = defence (science/historical empiricism is the building block);
REFORMED = refutation (revelation is the building block); and
FIDEISM = persuasion (experience is the building block)
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Boa & bowman’s 4 strategies

Verificationism—a way forward

CLASSICAL = proof (rational evidence/logic is the building block);

*“Cumulative Case” apologetics allows for a

EVIDENTIAL = defence (science/historical empiricism is the building block);

more informal argument with several lines or
types of data all converging to commend the
plausibility, credibility, and relevance of the
Christian faith.
*Verificationism, then, seeks a coherent and
complete world-view that corresponds with
reason, evidence, Scripture and experience.

REFORMED = refutation (revelation is the building block); and
FIDEISM = persuasion (experience is the building block)

 Clearly each apologetic approach has much to offer.
How, then, do we choose which approach to employ?
 Is integration always the best approach? What
barriers to, or problems, may come with integration?

A Model for Engaging Gen Y

Christianity is Plausible

Aim: “Opening ears by undermining secularism”
Strategy: Logical Verification (Reason & Revelation)
Mode: Challenge
Model: Francis Schaeffer

Triangulation

Christianity is Credible

Aim: “Establishing trust through advancing credible truths”
Strategy: Empirical Verification (Evidence)
Mode: Inform
Model: Lee Strobel

Christianity is Relevant

Aim: “Arousing interest by engaging experience”
Strategy: Existential Verification (Experience)
Mode: Inspire
Model: Rob Bell

An apologetic method
META-METHOD
(A) Awareness of Neighbour
*Relationship
*Knowledge of
-the individual
-the social context
-the theological context
(B) Determination of Need
*Common Life
*Questions
*Understanding

Open Discussion
-question—something you don’t
get, or want to clarify
-challenge—something you
disagree with, or want to nuance

-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach
-application—something useful
right now in your context

An apologetic method
META-METHOD
(C) Determination of Resources
*Mine
-gifts
-limitations
*Others
(D) Determination of Opportunity
*Temporal
-now
-provoked
-providence
*Material Opportunity
-what is needed, and how is it received best
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An apologetic method
META-METHOD
(E) Deployment of Resources
*Hesitation
-prayer & trust in God and the Church
-humility & preparation
-clarity
*Temporal
-now
-later, according to plan
-later, according to providence
*Material
-what?
-how much? & how?

An apologetic method
METHOD

An apologetic method

METHOD

(Part 1) Questions and Challenges
(Part 2) Context
*General
-society
-church
*Particular
-sympathetic acquaintance
-study/research
-personal experience
-job
(Part 3) Concerns
-hopes // fears

Summary: key Qns
☼ In responding to the particular questions and challenges

(Part 4) Responses
A. Clarification

B. Admission
C. Defense … “seen in this light, Xy is still plausible”
D. Positive Presentation ... “Xy is attractive”
(credible and relevant)

E. Action … corollary apologetics (tangible)

people pose to Christianity, ask the following
(1) What hopes and fears are powerful for my neighbour?
(2) What terms and concepts must be clarified
for a productive dialogue to ensue?
(3) What genuine admissions should Christians make
to begin the dialogue on an even footing?
(4) How could you defend the plausibility of Christianity in
light of the key objections? … “seen in this light, Xy is still plausible”
(5) How could you commend the credibility, attractiveness
and relevance of Christianity? … “seen in this light, Xy is attractive”
(6) What other actions—corollary apologetics—add
tangibility, strengthening the dialogue?

For next week
PRE-READING + FORUM
-question—something you don’t
get, or want to clarify
-challenge—something you
disagree with, or want to nuance

-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach
-application—something useful
right now in your context

FORUM 2: With which apologist do you most
identify? What is your primary strategy in
defending and commending Christian faith,
and what is its greatest strength and
fundamental weakness?
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Speaking up in grace & truth

“As Christians we are tempted to make
unnecessary concessions to those
outside the faith. We give in too
much. We must show our Christian
colours if we are to be true to Jesus
Christ. We cannot remain silent and
concede everything away.”
(C.S. Lewis, God in the Dock)
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